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"The latest item from William Trevor's venerable suitcase, is a thrilling
work of art."—The New York Times Book Review

In spare, exquisite prose, master storyteller William Trevor presents a haunting
love story about the choices of the heart, and the passions and frustrations of
three lives during one long summer. Ellie is a shy orphan girl from the hill
country, married to a man whose life has been blighted by an unspeakable
tragedy. She lives a quiet life in the Irish village of Rathmoye, until she meets
Florian Kilderry, a young photographer preparing to leave Ireland and his past
forever. The chance intersection of these two lost souls sets in motion a poignant
love affair that requires Ellie to make an impossible choice.
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"The latest item from William Trevor's venerable suitcase, is a thrilling work of art."—The New York
Times Book Review

In spare, exquisite prose, master storyteller William Trevor presents a haunting love story about the choices
of the heart, and the passions and frustrations of three lives during one long summer. Ellie is a shy orphan
girl from the hill country, married to a man whose life has been blighted by an unspeakable tragedy. She
lives a quiet life in the Irish village of Rathmoye, until she meets Florian Kilderry, a young photographer
preparing to leave Ireland and his past forever. The chance intersection of these two lost souls sets in motion
a poignant love affair that requires Ellie to make an impossible choice.
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Starred Review. The tragic consequences of a woman's lost honor and a family's shame haunt several
generations in Trevor's masterful 14th novel. His prose precisely nuanced and restrained, Trevor depicts a
society beginning to loosen itself from the Church's implacable condemnation of sexual immorality. Years
ago, Miss Connulty's dragon of a mother forced her into lifelong atonement after she was abandoned by her
lover. Now, in the mid-1950s, middle-aged and forever marked for spinsterhood in her small Irish town, she
is intent on protecting Ellie Dillahan, the naïve young wife of an older farmer. A foundling raised by nuns,
Ellie was sent to housekeep for the widowed farmer, and she is content until her dormant emotions are
awakened by a charming but feckless bachelor, Florian Kilderry, who has plans to soon leave Ireland. Their
affair is bittersweet, evoking Florian's regretful knowledge that he will cause heartbreak and Ellie's shy but
urgent passion and culminating in a surprising resolution. Trevor renders the fictional town of Rathmoye
with the precise detail of a photograph, while his portrait of its inhabitants is more subtle and painterly,
suggesting their interwoven secrets, respectful traditions and stoic courtesy. (Sept.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Bookmarks Magazine
Trevor is a master storyteller, and Love and Summer exhibits all the hallmarks of his most luminous works:
his stark and graceful prose; his profound insight into the human heart; and his hauntingly authentic
characters, precisely sketched in just a few short lines. In Trevor's provincial Ireland, every person has a
story—a secret hope or a heartache—and he teases them out and weaves them together subtly and
seamlessly. Gentle, naïve Ellie is the highlight of this "spare and nuanced portrayal of fragile humans
dwarfed by life's circumstances" (Philadelphia Inquirer), and while Trevor offers no easy answers or tidy
endings, he provides a believable and satisfying denouement. Readers, along with the critic from the Boston
Globe, will "find it hard to leave Rathmoye."

Review
"Trevor is fantastically effective at foreboding; he can make a reader squirm just by withholding the next bit
of some long-past anterior action he's been recounting. . . . Love and Summer, the latest item from his
venerable suitcase, is a thrilling work of art."
— Thomas Mallon, The New York Times

"Marvellously written, consummately plotted. . . . One of the joys of Love and Summer is the perfection of
its Irish geography and the wealth of emotions attached to it. . . . As brief and beautiful as summer itself, it is
a book to be read and reread, as perfect a thing as our blemished world can offer
— The Globe and Mail

"A triumph of style and content."
— The Herald

"Love and Summer is so exquisite I had to pace myself reading it, so it wouldn't end too soon."
— Belfast Telegraph

From the Hardcover edition.
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Users Review

From reader reviews:

Diane Numbers:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the title Love and Summer:
A Novel suitable to you? The actual book was written by renowned writer in this era. The actual book
untitled Love and Summer: A Novelis a single of several books that will everyone read now. This book was
inspired a number of people in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new way of measuring
that you ever know prior to. The author explained their strategy in the simple way, thus all of people can
easily to be aware of the core of this book. This book will give you a wide range of information about this
world now. So you can see the represented of the world in this particular book.

Victoria Austin:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new info.
When you read a book you will get new information mainly because book is one of many ways to share the
information or perhaps their idea. Second, reading a book will make you more imaginative. When you
studying a book especially hype book the author will bring one to imagine the story how the people do it
anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to other people. When you read this Love and Summer: A
Novel, you may tells your family, friends and soon about yours publication. Your knowledge can inspire the
others, make them reading a book.

Willie Thacker:

Exactly why? Because this Love and Summer: A Novel is an unordinary book that the inside of the book
waiting for you to snap that but latter it will jolt you with the secret it inside. Reading this book close to it
was fantastic author who else write the book in such amazing way makes the content within easier to
understand, entertaining way but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of rewards
than the other book have got such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking way. So ,
still want to postpone having that book? If I have been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Kaye Hensley:

This Love and Summer: A Novel is completely new way for you who has fascination to look for some
information given it relief your hunger of information. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more
you know or you who still having little bit of digest in reading this Love and Summer: A Novel can be the
light food in your case because the information inside this book is easy to get simply by anyone. These books
produce itself in the form that is certainly reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book form. People who
think that in e-book form make them feel drowsy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is
absolutely no in reading a reserve especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be
here for an individual. So , don't miss that! Just read this e-book style for your better life in addition to



knowledge.
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